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HAPPY VALENTINES DAY AND ST
DAVIDS DAY

Jokes
Need some jokes to get you going in the day?
My wife just sent me a text saying,
"I've just got you the best Valentine's
Day present ever!” Xox

I really hope she misspelt

What do single people call Valentine's
Day?

Happy Independence Day !

I've just booked a table for me and my
girlfriend on Valentine's Day...

I hope she knows how to play
snooker!

Brangwyn Concert - Interview with
Miss Jones
Why is the Brangwyn concert so
important?
It is really important because there
are lots of important people coming
from Swansea and the Gower to Gowerton and its really
important because it has been running for nearly 25 years, so it
runs every other year and at the end of the concert because all
the primary schools take part, there are 400 people on the
stage. It's really important because it gets all the primary
schools involved in music and it gets lots of audience to come
and see Gowerton and see how great Gowerton is.
How can people get involved with the concert?
There's the choir which they can get involved in which is
probably the easiest to get involved in as well as instruments
such as wind band, brass band, string ensemble, guitar club.
There is loads that you can get involved in on-stage, backstage
you can sell programs, make programs, sell tickets on the door.
There's loads but there is more things to get involved with onstage. If you want to come to choir, it’s on Tuesday lunch in c11.
When is the concert and how much are the tickets?
It is on the 27th of march which is a Wednesday and it starts at
6pm. Tickets are £2 and can be
purchased at any North Gower
Partnership School
Anyone and everyone is welcome!
Interview by Ben Rashbrook

..

(Meme found by Joshua Westwood)

(Meme found by Benjamin Rashbrook)

Stories, Poems and Quotes
Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only true
friends will leave footprints in your heart.

Love is one of the most important emotions,
Okay, you don’t need a potion.
Valentine's Day is the day dedicated.
Emphasised and fated
By Maria Abid

Friends are like stars, they come and go, but the ones that
stay are the ones that glow.
A best friend is someone who makes you laugh, even when
you think you’ll never smile again.
The most beautiful discovery friends make is that they can
grow separately without growing apart.
Years go by, we grow bigger, change stories, groups, loves,
but old friends will never change.
Found by Katie Bebb

IS THE SCHOOL DIVERSE ENOUGH?
It’s modern day society, so when we think of the word
diversity, we instantly think of things like school, the
work place (etc). This idea that most things are diverse
is heavily promoted in the media, but is diversity even
going on? In this debate I am going to be arguing
‘Whether or not diversity is a big factor in schools.’
If you think about it, diversity is a key factor in a school. Its known to
most that religion is one of the biggest thing’s schools talk about. The
welsh government has even gone as far to make Religious Education
compulsory for GCSE, which just ‘shouts out’ that they think religion is
just as important or has the same value to a pupil as something like
English or Math's.
The Right Robinsons College said that they think religious education is a
part of GCSE because “A GCSE in Religious Studies is a stepping stone to
a wide range of future opportunities. The skills you develop will support
you in further studies and employment. Religious Studies will teach the
skills and understanding needed to work with people of all faiths and
cultures.” I feel this statement should be valued because it brings out
good key points about how religious studies will help you with your
future (if you were to take up a job which factored in religion), but it fails
to talk about the atheists of this world. The somewhat minority (in this
case) who do not worship some type of god, whether their religion be
Christianity, Judaism, Muslims (etc), may be totally wasting their time
studying R.E, when they could be working on their other specifically
chosen options. These who are atheist will probably choose not to take up
a job to do with religion, so in hand they will not need to talk to anyone
about religion. Therefore, these endless days of studying will be
worthless.
I also feel diversity is not a factor in school because of sports.
Although many modern schools incorporate different sports which
appeal to a wide range of students, they seem to enforce gender roles. If
you were to first approach this topic many would think that boys and
girls make a personal decision to choose hockey over rugby (for instance).
But I feel that it’s societies fault that more girls choose hockey over rugby!
When looking for evidence to support my claim, I first looked at the
Gowerton Comprehensive Website. When looking at the rugby section,
you can see there are numerous photos of just boys playing rugby, whereas if you were to look at the section concerning hockey you would see
multiple photos of just girls playing hockey. By making these claims I am
not saying that girls/boys do not take part or play on a team that may be
the opposite to their ‘stereo-typical’ sport, I am just saying that there is a
lack of the opposite gender in certain sports. I feel this is because of how
society portrays certain genders and what ‘should’ they do?
To conclude this article, I would say that Gowerton school could
become more diverse if it were to improve certain areas of the school, by
doing this schools could encourage students to achieve goals they would
not usually choose because they feel their gender is an issue.
By Evie Davies

Gowerton Comprehensive school is filled with
many students of different capabilities, ideas
and personalities. But how well does the school
cater to these different groups of people and
are they doing a good job at pleasing these
audiences? In this section of the Gowerton Diversity debate I will state all the
reasons why the school is diverse and does an excellent job at doing so.
Firstly, Gowerton school has a range of clubs going on after and during
school hours, some examples of these are magazine club, art club, drama
club, various sports clubs etc. One of the most recent clubs to be created is
the LGBT+ club. This club is a great example of diversity in our school
because it gives people on the LGBT+ spectrum a chance to meet other
people alike, this club shows how thoughtful the school staff are for creating
a place for this minority to communicate with people just like them and
share their experiences within the community.
Secondly, students are given a vast amount of choices for GCSEs. While
others would strongly argue that “GCSE compulsory subjects take up space
for other subjects and only give them few spaces for subjects that they want
to move forwards in”, I personally believe that there is always going to be
space for these other subjects if students strategically choose the placement
of their courses, also having these compulsory subjects in place at GCSEs will
allow students to have a greater choice of future jobs, colleges and
universities.
Also, students are given the opportunity to learn about other cultures in
religious education, this could help students understand other students
from different heritages. Religious education is also set into place for
students to become ethical and informed members of society by not only
teaching them about religion but also teaching them about important and
hard to explain topics (such as marriage, divorce, death etc.)
Next of all, the school is also diverse in terms of additional help. For
example, a student who needs extra help in classes would be provided with a
teaching assistant who supervises them during most lessons. The school also
has counselors in B block and in the Gofal facility who give students
emotional support and advice, the school provides leaflets that contain
advice for family issues and also has posters and assemblies explaining
certain additional needs to ensure that they are not misunderstood, e.g. in
year 7, children have PSE lessons (one of which explains issues that certain
children might face that other children do not).
Lastly, I believe that the school is diverse in physical education because they
allow students to take part in many different activities and give everyone a
chance to try something new. PE is a great chance for students to develop
their communication skills as well as expanding their confidence and teamwork skills. Physical education gives everyone a chance to lead either a game
or a group activity allowing them to grow into good sportsmen/women
In conclusion, this school has many different clubs and activities for
students of all interest. However, there are many ways to improve diversity
in school e.g. promoting girls' football and rugby or opening more clubs to
make a larger variety of options.
By Kitana Richards
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